[Study on the operational method for the treatment of CRF with enteroclysis (chronic renal failure)].
The enteroclysis used for chronic renal failure (CRF) is very effective in the clinical therapy and is developed by professor Zhang Da-ning, a famous specialist in nephrosis in China. In order to find the most effective treatment, we observed 300 patients with CRF who received enteroclysis therapy in the past five years. We focused on the study of the operational method about conservative enteroclysis by multiple cross-transverse comparative method. The results show that proper temperature for enteroclysis (37-39 C), suitable depth for intubation (15-20 cm) as well as right prone position for patients enable the enteroclysis medicine exert the most effective action and ease the patient's suffering as possible as it can. This optimum operational method for conservative enteroclysis will provide scientific basis for improving regular enteroclysis technique and nursing quality.